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Introduction
Hello! It’s Picsar here and boy, do we have a lot of catching up to do!
I’m ﬁve months old now and around 50 pounds (I didn't stay little for very
long and I’m even taller than my “GDA sister”, Holland). Over the last few
months, I have mastered my commands: sit, down, stay and stand… which
makes my mom so happy! I’ve also mastered one of the hardest
commands… heeling! My mom says out of all the puppies she’s raised, I’m
the very best! I stick to her side like glue! I have also started to go out on
more outing and I sure do LOVE to work! I have also ﬁnished my ﬁrst
obedience class, Puppy K and will be another obedience class in a few
weeks! My mom has made sure to exposed me to the out side world slowly
so I can have as much conﬁdence as possible! I also, enjoy daily walks
around my neighborhood… I’m up to two miles now! Well, it’s time for the
best part.. PICTURES!
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I’m a Growing Boy!

9 weeks!

16 weeks!

12 weeks!

20 weeks!
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On the “Job”!
At 14 weeks old, I had my ﬁrst outing! It
was a quick trip to Barnes and Noble.
Mom said I did a great job heeling and
staying focused on her! I even did my sits
and downs without a lure!

Smoothie Stop for the “Human”! The
ladies working there thought I was cute!
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I went to help my family pick out some
blinds for the house!

My ﬁrst restaurant experience at 16
weeks! I was a good boy and relaxed while
the humans had their meal! That’s my
“GDA sister” Holland. She’s always
sleeping on the job.
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My mom’s grandparents come to visit us in April so we took them to
Fashion Island on a beautiful Thursday afternoon. It wasn’t very busy
there so it was perfect for me!

The ﬁrst picture is Holland and I with my
mom’s grandparents. Next is me looking
at the pretty pond. Next, is me sleeping at
lunch, I needed a nap. Lastly, is Holland
and I resting while my mom’s mom and
Grandma shopped!
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Softball Game!

I went and supported my mom’s sister,
Devin, at her softball game!
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Thank you SO much for being so generous and sponsoring
me! I’ having so much fun and learning so much as I train
to be a guide dog. As I get older, I’ll be able to do more
exciting things and I can’t wait to show you! This is also the
last time my “GDA sister” Holland will appear in my
newsletter because she is off to Guide Dog College! I can’t
wait to grow up and do that too! Once again, Thank you so
much Sepulveda Building Materials for Sponsoring me!
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